














































S/Y NOMAD is 2019 built Lagoon 52. With its diamond-shaped vertical bows, bevelled hulls, its as if 
levitated deckhouse and tall rig, NOMAD is no ordinary catamaran, but its originality goes a great 
deal further than just its "outer" appearance, or even its interior layout. Superior in terms of 
elegance, comfort, safety, user friendliness and, it goes without saying, performance under sail. 
LUXURIOUS AND CONTEMPORARY with soft shades for a harmonious interior continuous horizontal 
and fluent lines give the interior open and generous spaces continuity between exterior and interior 
life, a slender exterior design for a boat with a strong character. The saloon encompasses the lounge 
and dining table to starboard, a large galley in U shape on port side the chart table in the middle, 
facing out to sea, the “U” galley is equipped with large hot plates, large work space and plenty of 
storage
the circulation in the salon is optimized, between the lounge and the galley, all the cabins have large 
double beds, storage space in keeping with the offshore sailing program of the boat and, of course, 
an en-suite bathroom with separate shower, the cabins have incomparable natural lighting thanks to 
the fixed hull windows, together with excellent ventilation thanks to the deck hatches and portholes 
that open out to the hull-side or to the cockpit.

“In the eyes of an eight-year-old, the most wonderful thing about Lake Michigan was grandpa’s boat. 
Sailing was a love of his and I was a glad participant. A particularly rare treat was spending the night 
on the boat, gently being rocked to sleep by the bobbing waves and steady clanking of metal against 
mast. My grandpa tried to show me the Milky Way, directing my eyes by way of the North Star. He 
told us the meaning of the boat’s name, a word that sounded funny at the time. “Nomad,” he said, 
“is the word for a wanderer, a drifting, homeless traveler.” Feeling like the darkened sky could 
swallow me up in seconds, under the stars, I felt the same.” by Ravi Zacharias Ministries.



Specifications
Length: 15.84m (52')
Beam: 8.60m (28' 3")
Draft: 1.50m (4' 11")
Year built: 2019
Builder: Lagoon
Interior Designer: NAUTA DESIGN
Rig: Sloop
Number of Cabins: 6
Total Guests (Sleeping): 12
Cabin Configuration: 5 Double, 1 Twin
Total Crew: 3
Number of Beds: 7
Bed Configuration: 5 Queen, 2 Single

Engines & Generators:
2X 80 HP YANMAR & 2 ONAN 19.5KW

Fuel consumption: 25 Litres/Hr
Cruising speed: 8 knots

Tenders & Toys:
DINGY 3.90m Highfield aluminium with 60HP 
outboard Yamaha
2 X SUP, 
WATER SKI (Adult and children
KAYAK FOR TWO PEOPLE, 
SNORKELLING Equipment, 
FISHING GEAR, 
3 Towables
Wakeboard
Multiboard
Inflatable Platform

Guest Accommodation:
5 queen bed size cabins 
one cabin with bunk bed 
all with private bathrooms. 
All cabins are air-conditioned.
Crew in separate cabins

Audio Visual Equipment and Deck 
Facilities:
TV/DVD/SOUND SYSTEM FUSION/I POD 
COMPATIBLE/ BLUETOOTH/ RADIO CD MP3 
PLAYERS IN ALL CABINS/ WATER MAKER 
300LIT per HOUR/ ELECTRO HYDRAULIC 
GANGWAY/ DECK POUF/ SUNBEDS/ DECK 
SHOWER / laptop and printer


